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NOTE ON THE I{EVISED COMPOSITION OF TWO OLIVINES FRONI THE
SKAERGAARD INTRUSION, EAST GREENI,AND

E. A. Vrwconr, J. A. V. Doucr.es eNl M. G. BowN,
Geological Suraey of Canada, Ottazaa, Canad,o.

The moiecular compositions of two of the four analyzed olivines from
the layered rocks of the Skaergaard intrusion (Deer and Wager, 1939)
were {ound by Yoder and Sahama (1957) to give poor agreement with the
values obtained by their olivine r-ray determinative method. The two
anaiyses were excluded from their calculations, in one case, in the belief
that it was in error, in the other, on the grounds that it appeared
anomalous (Yoder and Sahama,1957 , pp. 434-485).

New analyses (by E.A.V.) of two olivines newly separated from
equivalent or nearly equivalent rocks show that the original analyses
must have been in error. Molecular compositions calculated from the new
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analyses agree well with those determined by the o-ray method using

Yoder and Sahama's formula.
The olivines were separated from additionai material collected on the

1953 East Greenland Geological Expedition. Sample 5181 was separated

from a rock of the same locality as the original sample, 1907, at a struc-

tural heightl of 1800 m in the layered series. SampleSll2 was separated

from a rock at a height of 600 m, somewhat higher than the original sam-

ple, 4077, collected at about 300 m. The new analyses were made of pure

material on a semi-micro scale. Measurements of the dr3o spacing (by

M.G.B.) using a Phil ips high angle diffractometer followed essentially the

procedure of Yoder and Sahama. The drro spacing for the sample .5181

is 2.8128 A, in excellent agreement with that determined on sample

1907 by Yoder and Sahama- (1957, Table 3), namel1- 2.8126 A. Sample

5112 has drcooI 2.7944 A, close to the drao value of 2'795I A determined

by Yoder for the sample 4077. The newly determined 2V* values (by

J.A.V.D.)  are wi th in 1o of  the values g iven b-v Deer and Wager (1939).

The accompanying table summarizes these results.
This work, done some time ago, was undertaken because a series of

further determinations on olivine of the Skaergaard intrusion was being

made, and it was necessary to determine whether the Skaergaard olivines

conformed to the r-ray and optics of the usuai olivine of basic rocks.
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I The structural heights quoted are revised values.
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GROWTH OF FORSTEI{ITE CRYSTALS IN A REACTIVE CRUCIBLEI

W. Jonoaw ,r.No J. J. Neucnrox, Chemistry Departmenl ond Hawaii

InsLitute oJ Geophysics, Universi.ty of Hawaii, Honolulu, Harpaii-

A recent note by Shankland and Hemmenway (1963) on the growth of

forsterite crystals in a Verneuil furnace prompts us to report on our experi-

ences with the production of similar monocrystals using a different

method which may have more general applicabil ity. The technique used
may be described as a modification of the Bridgman method in that com-
pacted pellets of appropriate composition were melted in a crucible with

a pointed bottom which was cooled slowly by power adjustment or by

I Contribution No. 57, Hawaii Institute of Geophysics.


